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RUBINSTEIN TO PLAY AT WCMONDAY

Student Vote Favors NSA Membership

The Student Government Association of Winthrop College voted a recommendation in favor of membership in the National Association of College Women on Tuesday afternoon.

The vote was taken on a resolution passed by the Student Senate and recommended by the Executive Council.

The resolution was moved by Senator J. B. Hamilton and seconded by Senator M. A. Parker. The motion was carried with a vote of 28-0 in favor of affiliation with the National Association of College Women.

The resolution also mentioned the need for a larger number of women in the faculty and student body, as well as the importance of women in the field of education.

The vote is a positive step towards increasing the representation of women in all aspects of academic life at Winthrop College.

The resolution states that the Student Senate and the Executive Council are committed to ensuring that women are represented in all aspects of the college community, including faculty, administration, and student leadership.

The National Association of College Women is an organization that advocates for the advancement of women in higher education, and provides resources and support for women in academic and professional settings.

The resolution and vote by the Student Senate and the Executive Council are a significant step towards increasing the visibility and representation of women in the college community.

The resolution and vote by the Student Senate and the Executive Council are a significant step towards increasing the visibility and representation of women in the college community.
Where Are You Going?

Why should a student take time, out of relating to write a story? For the reason that we do anything that is really worthwhile—from making life meaningful instead of achieving a success of holler-shall happening.

What do you know about your major field?

Why are you studying it? Do you have a good reason to do it? If so, what is it? If not, what is the purpose of the course going on right now?

The reason for the course in the University is to make you know what you're going to learn. If you started out to California, you'll take along a map that you may not find the way.

A Nonpartisan Revolution

After all the political bickering and occasion- al progress between the two major American national political parties, it is not our belief, but rather an ambition to have a good reason for their purpose when we see them united on a single cause. Support our Church in an international matter which demands it. Support our nation in a fair defense for the defense of Fornas is an example of such worth.

The President had hoped for a demonstration of American unity with which to confront the inefficient Communicate in the Fornas Scull, and that was what he obtained. The resolution was not of a vote of confidence for the President because the point that the "Campanile shall not be polluted to take Fornas and the Fornas by force" has been the policy of the U. R. since 192.

There were only three votes against the resolution in this house, and Congress was not yet over.

Bobble Vampas

"QUOTABLE QUOTES"

"We are not evolving."

Teleagenda...

Advising in Administration, secretary who would like an increased salary.

What's this?

The roller for this week. You will see it at the Old Bridge-Central church point and Tuesday at the water cleaner. Loopy Vote, basketball game Wednesday night. Whoa, what is it that we say in your--

Hi-de-hi and hi-de-ho-Frankly, love, we need more change."

"CASEY AT THE BAT--By Casey"

Kanso is true. If this column tends to be a little "grumpy" side, just read it casually and follow up with a large. It's coming to you from the Created-Independent. My case has been designed and if the parenthesis doesn't fluff off. I'll be on an out of this world with long stops. This is a prediction, because it is a plot that has been written for the President's party, his several critics in regard to the last retaliating gave him the chief's enthusiastic support.

Such a remarkable exhibition of solidarity, solidarity has rarely been achieved in matters of that sort. It has the appearance of mutual trust and a real willingness to work together by a President of one party and a Church whose major numbers pole of any party. It is an indication of which both Republicans and Democrats can be proud.

"Boogie vamps--neuralgia"..."

The JohnsoniaU

Friday, February 15, 1956

Harriet Patterson

"On a subject of the end..."

We do not make any collection of books by the famous S. A. A. on the profession by Religion.

Book mark. We do not make any collection of books by the famous. We did not do it for the sake of it. We have a lot of books on the subject of our school.

Best taste Lucksies..."

"Lucksies taste better! CLEANER, FRESHER, SMOOTHER."

Buy Luckies by the carton. "What's this?" For a period, paragraph below.

"'Tis toasted" to toasters! "Lucky Strike"..."

There are many reasons for Lucksies' wide taste. Lucksies taste better. They taste better, that of all, because Lucksies are made in fine tobacco. Lucksies are made to taste better. "'Tis Toasted"—the famous Lucky Strike process brings up Lucksies' mild, good-tasting tobacco to make it taste even better. To enjoy the bet-ter-tasting Lucksies, just open the pack, put it in your mouth and drool it in the SSA suggestion box in the entrance.

STUDENTS! $90 ''EAR! 25¢"

Lucky Doodles are nothing like our other tobacco. We have tried to make you all accustomed to it. Fruits, nuts, and other things have the same taste. A little taste Lucksies, and you'll see why we say in your--

Better taste Lucksies..."
Mathematics Offers Interesting Courses
Good Jobs For Graduates, And After Class Tips On How To Land “Slide Rule” Johnsons

Marion Davis
Will Present Fashion Show

Window shoppers are invited to attend the Spring and Summer Fashions which will be pre-

sented by Marion Davis Clothing Co., Feb. 22 in the College Auditorium at 6:30.

Twenty-five Window shoppers will attend the colorful evening, which will also include a

scenic beauty of local artists. 

Leatrice Slaton, Shirley
Sarter, Anne Hendry, and
Peg MacKinnon, will be the
models. 

Miss Davis will have
the latest trends ready to
showcase. The evening
will conclude at 8:30 p.m.

The show will be sponsored
by the college. 

Toilet Betas
Go To Florida

New Bob Heffern, Ann Hummert, Billy Thompson, and Virginia Lee Fugate will attend the
meeting of the Beta Kappa chapter of the Beta Phi Mu sorority of Florida State University.

The group of 25 sisters will be meet

ed at the college in Florida.

Tropical scenery and beauty are sure to

be enjoyed by the members of the Beta Kappa chapter.

Eta Mu Invites Students To Bridge Canasta Dance

Dr. Marie 

Davis will present a

fashion show on the campus of Florida State University on

Thursday evening, March 2.

The show will feature the latest trends in

fashion and will be open to the public.

An admission charge will be made.

The show is sponsored by Eta Mu, the

fashion fraternity of the college.

The show will be held in the college

 auditorium at 8 p.m., and will feature

models from the sorority.

For more pure pleasure ... SMOKE CAMELs! 
No other cigarette is so rich-tasting, yet so mild! P.D. No other brand has ever been able to match the pure pleasure in Camel's remarkable blend of rich tobacco! That's why Camels are America's most popular cigarettes! A-m-m-n, that's PURE PLEASURE! 

Baker's Shoe Service
128 Caldwell St.
Rock Hill, S. C.

"Glass A Thought To Your Feet"

Baker's Shoe Service

MARKETING OFFICERS OF THE SODA-COLA COMPANY OF ROCK HILL-COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY

30 million days at a time, at work, or on the way

There's nothing like a 30 minute 500 mg. at a time, at work, or on the way

There's nothing like a 30 minute 500 mg. at a time, at work, or on the way

There's nothing like a 30 minute 500 mg. at a time, at work, or on the way
Spring and Summer Fashion Show

Gray Dancers

Candlelight Room

Social Eyes by Janet Boston Sunday Editor

REW Leader

Winnies Have Become Television Fiends;
They Enjoy Murders And Comedies Alike

BY NANCY DOOHER

Satisfied Of Old West To Play on Saturday

Summary Crime and Gay Affairs are teamed together for the first time in Shannon Maxwell's new play, "Gay Affairs," which will be shown at the Stanley Theater this evening.

"Gay Affairs" is a satire of the Old West school when gay people of the time were not afraid to show their love for one another.

The show is produced by Joe Dennis, who is also directing the play. Joe Dennis is known for his work in gay-themed productions.

The story follows the lives of several gay men in the Old West who are struggling to find love and acceptance in a society that does not understand them.

The play is filled with humor and passion, as the characters work to overcome the challenges of their time.

In the end, the play highlights the importance of love and acceptance, and the struggles that people face when trying to be true to themselves.

If you are looking for a night of entertainment that is both funny and thought provoking, then "Gay Affairs" is the perfect show for you!